What are people saying about O’Brion Carpet Care?
“We were considering replacing the carpet in our basement because it had faded over the
years. Fortunately for us we recieved a flyer from O'Brion Carpet Care for a free in home
estimate. After meeting with Jim and Corey we decided to have the carpet professionally cleaned
instead, and are we glad we did. The carpet looks like new again, saving us hundreds of dollars
over replacing the carpet.”
-Todd and Karla Kent, Homeowners

“With two dogs in the house we thought our carpets would never be the same. After O'Brion
Carpet Care finished, the pet odor was gone.”
-Mike and Laura Anderson

"I own a small cleaning business here in Portland. When our customers need their carpets
cleaned O'Brion Carpet Care always does a perfect job!"

- Dan Foster, Owner, The Cleaning Guys

“When I bought my new home, some of the wall-to-wall carpeting needed cleaning, as did one of
our throw rugs. Jim at O’Brion Carpet Care did a great job cleaning everything thoroughly, even
doing the stair carpeting twice as they were heavily stained. And the value was more than
reasonable for the work done. I recommend O’Brion to everyone needing cleaning services,
including at my office!”

- Jere Shaw, Homeowner

“I own/run a family daycare in the basement unit of my apartment building and it is wall to wall
carpets. With 12 children all under the age 3 years old, needless to say they sure can make a
mess. I have worked with O'Brion Carpet service for 2 years now and I am extremely satisfied
with the results everytime! They clean and disinfect our carpets twice a year and I swear you'd
think they were miracle workers. The cleaning solution they use is safe for the children and my
daycare smells terrific. For the first few days after they've cleaned I feel like my carpets are
brand new, however it doesn't take long for these kids to make it theirs again!
I would highly recommend O'Brion Carpet services to any daycare, commercial or home based. I
have also used their drop off and delivery service for my home area rugs. It is effortless to have
my carpets cleaned, which makes more time for me and my family, which makes me a happy
mom and a happy business owner!!”
- Mary French, Day Care Owner
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“As a manager of several apartment complexes, carpet cleaning is always a challenge – heavy
traffic, food and drink spills, pet accidents and apartment turnovers. I am extremely pleased at
the thorough, professional job that O’Brion Carpet Care has done. Ultimately, thousands of
dollars have been saved in the long run as we have not had to replace carpets! With residents
going about their normal day-to-day activities cleaning can be even more difficult, but Jim
handles this with professionalism, courtesy and respect.”
- Joyce M. Goff, Property Manager, Westbrook Housing
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